
Tackle Common Fleet Issues:
JJ Monitor excessive speed; it is dangerous and is costing you in maintenance fees 
and increased fuel consumption.

JJ Track long idle times; idling seems insignificant in grand scheme of all business 
strategies, but at the end of the day could bring in a hefty fuel bill.

JJ Proactively manage vehicle maintenance; schedule regular emission tests and 
prolong the life of your vehicles.

JJ Track the location of your vehicles: know that your assets and your workforce are 
in the right place all the time.

Select the right solutions for your business.

FLEET TRACKER 
SELF-INSTALL

FLEET TRACKER
PRO

FLEET TRACKER
WiFi

JJ Driver behaviour tracking: speed, direction of 
travel, idling hard cornering, hard braking 

JJ Built-in back-up battery

JJ Self-install capable OBD-II connection

JJ Driver behaviour tracking: speed, direction of 
travel, idling, hard cornering, hard braking

JJ Vehicle status: ignition status, battery voltage

JJ Additional sensor compatibility: temperature 
and door/hood sensors, emergency button 
and Driver ID integrations

JJ External GPS antenna (covert or roof-mount) 

JJ In-vehicle hardwire installation

JJ Driver behaviour tracking: speed, direction of 
travel, idling, hard cornering, hard braking

JJ Vehicle status: ignition status, battery voltage

JJ Additional sensor compatibility: temperature 
and door/hood sensors, emergency button 
and Driver ID integrations

JJ Garmin Integration

JJ Ethernet cable for High-Speed internet

JJ Optional Wi-Fi Adapter for Wireless High-
Speed connection with a range of signal up 
to 100 ft*

JJ External GPS antenna (covert or roof-mount) 

JJ In-vehicle hardwire installation
*Additional charges required

TELUS maintains our dedication to leadership in field work solutions by understanding that effective field management requires constant co-
ordination of crews, suppliers, project managers, engineers and field service teams - often in harsh conditions and always on tight time lines.

TELUS Fleet Tracker
An easy-to-use GPS fleet tracking solution that 

provides visibility and insight over your assets 

and workforce in real-time.
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Key benefits for your business:
Now you can manage your fleet proactively and respond to your customer needs faster and with 

increased accuracy. Get more out of your field staff instantly after a simple do-it-yourself installa-

tion with plug-and-play solution or a pro installation depending on what problems you want our 

software to solve.

Get more with less
The Fleet Tracker also improves your operational 

efficiencies because you are able to monitor, on your 

desk/lap top, tablet or smart phone, information from 

the field with our easy-to-use software. When you see 

what you’ve been missing you can reduce such things 

as idle time, off-hours driving, payroll and paid overtime. 

It also reduces wasted time due to increased driver 

and dispatch efficiency and enhances mobile worker 

management.

Prevent tampering
The MGS150 features a standard onboard back-up 

battery that prevents anyone from tampering with the 

vehicle’s power. It will alert you of power-loss and track 

activity for up to 2 hours afterwards. When power is 

lost the built-in backup battery supports tracking until 

power is restored. And the back-up battery recharges 

automatically.

Know how your drivers behave
The MGS150 includes an on-board accelerometer 

that enables you to monitor your driver’s behavior, 

including harsh braking, rapid acceleration and hard 

cornering. You can use your behavior data to hold 

drivers accountable: save fuel, extend vehicle life and 

improve safety.

Aggressive driving can decrease fuel mileage. Curbing it 

can save you money.

Business tip:
Ask your insurance company 
about potential cost savings 
after having GPS modems or 
asset tags set-up with your 
vehicles and equipment.

Customer testimonial video:
Rose Flora is a flower producing 
and delivery company located 
in south western Ontario. Rosa 
Flora use TELUS Fleet Tracker 
to help manage their delivery 
routes across Canada and the 
North Eastern US.

Learn how TELUS Fleet Tracker 
can help optimize routes, 
provide insightful reporting and 
improve customer satisfaction.

www.youtube.com/telusvideos 
and search Rosa Flora.

FLEET TRACKER

Basic GPS tracking 
with self installation

Core GPS tracking with additional sensor capabilities
Includes all of the Fleet Tracker $35/45 features, 

plus an ethernet port and additional data for mobile 
computing

Contract 3 year term MTM / 3 year

Hardware Required MGS150 Fleet Tracker Modem + OBD MGS150 Fleet Tracker Modem + Power Harness MGS500 Fleet Tracker Modem + Power Harness

Transmission Frequency HSPA every 6 minutes with multiple time/data points *

Included Canadian Data 2 MB 10 MB 1 GB

Installation and Add-ons Self installed

Modem installation may vary - please speak with a representative

Optional Features add-ons: 
JJDriver ID Integration
JJTemperature Sensor
JJDoor Sensor

Optional Features add-ons: 
JJDriver ID Integration
JJTemperature Sensor
JJDoor Sensor
JJWiFi Adapter

*Ping and transmission schedules can be modified, however increasing the ping and/or transmission rate may result in increased data usages/charges. TELUS, the TELUS logo, and the future is friendly are trademarks of TELUS Corporation, used under 
license. © 2014 TELUS.

For more information on how TELUS Fleet Complete can improve your bottom line, please call 1-866-366-0229.


